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S E E M S  L I K E  F O R E V E R  T H A T  M Y  E Y E S  H A V E  B E E N  D E N I E D
- "The Odyssey", Symphony X

« Leprous -Tall Poppy Syndrome
Black Label Bash (Cycle of Pain/Dope/Sevendust/Black Label Society) »

Metal Machine Music - Nine Inch Nails and the Industrial Uprising

Daddy, where does industrial music come from?  I’m still waiting for the day that my daughter
asks me that question, and you know what I’ll do, don’t ya?  That’s right, I pull out my copy of
the new documentary of Metal Machine Music.  Who knows if that day will ever come, but
nonetheless, if you’re curious of the origins of Industrial, then you have to get this DVD,
because it will set you straight.  Metal Machine digs deep into the origins of industrial, from the
early UK bands Throbbing Gristle and Cabaret Voltaire all the way to Ministry and Nine 

Inch Nails.  The DVD thoroughly traces back each band that somehow influenced the genre.

The early 90’s saw the upsurge of Industrial music into pop culture.  Bands like Skinny Puppy and Ministry
were pushing the envelope and on the verge of breaking through, but never quite made it.  It wasn’t until
Trent Reznor released Pretty Hate Machine, that industrial broke through to the mainstream.  Metal
Machine is a great documentary featuring several interviews from experts from the genre, as well as some
killer archived videos from the bands that helped create the genre.  This is not a NIN documentary, but it does
chronicle the band, from it’s inception to where they are today.  All in all a solid documentary that will keep
your interest from start to finish.  Even if you’re not a fan of the genre you’ll find this documentary
interesting.

Bottom Line: A great documentary, that is very informative and tells you everything you’d ever want to know
about the genre, that is industrial metal.

Ragman has his popcorn ready. 
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